“Overall a great course, that for me was life changing.”
Anna Loe
The most valuable part of the training for me is being
able to do the stuff that I have been reading about for so
long. I got exactly what I was looking for and more!
Joseph Hartzenburg – Counselling and Supervision
“It was the best training I’ve ever had. I would thoroughly
recommend the course to friends and colleagues and after
seeing the changes in me, I know they’ll see why.”
Cath Walker – Logistics Director, Sacred Hill Wines Ltd
“What I got from the course was worth
100 times what I paid for it.”
Liz Reeseg - IT Industry

The Venue and Training Environment
Filled with natural light, the Karioi Room at the Raglan Sunset
Motel is located right on the edge of Raglan township. It’s
comfortable, quiet, yet everything's accessible, including a
sunny outdoor courtyard. Small groups of participants mean
you get the individual attention you deserve and the changes
you want. The trainer places a high value on creating a fun
learning environment and a safe zone where you can feel
free to take on new challenges. To grow and to successfully
coach, mentor or lead others, it’s essential to continue to
challenge and develop yourself.
“The best training I have ever had. Nothing compares or
comes close to what a great course this was.”
Anita Humby - Personal Manager Coach, Banking
“The NLP techniques learned are extremely relevant and
proved to be excellent tools for understanding others.
Raglan was also a perfect location and I am glad I did this
training away from Auckland, as it enabled me to really
concentrate on what was truly important.”
Jason O’Connell - Industry Relations ManagerAir New Zealand

Yes, I’m ready for personal evolution!
NLP Practitioner Training August - Nov 2020
Course Name

Dates

Early Bird (inc gst)

Full Investment
(inc gst)

Full NLP
Practitioner Training
covers 18 days and
140 + hours training.

See each 9day block
dates below

$3995.00
Paid in full by 17 July
2020. ($500 secures
your place) Best Deal!

$4395.00 Paid
in full by 10
August 2020

Block one

Mon 17- Tues
25 Aug 2020
9-days

$1995.00
Paid in full by 17 July
2020

$2200.00 Paid
in full by 10
Aug 2020

Block two

Mon 16-Tues
24 Nov 2020
9-days

$1995
Paid in full by 16 Oct
2020

$2,200.00
Paid in full by
6 Nov 2020

Please Note: NLP Practitioner Certification Training is normally
facilitated in three x 6-day blocks. However, because of the
restrictions resulting from Covid 19, the 2020 course is spread
over two x 9-day blocks. The content will be the same.

Guarantee
I know how much difference this course will make to your
life so I really want you to have the benefit of attending. To
make this as easy as possible I offer...

‘The MetaMorphosis Makeover Promise’
“If you don’t see, hear and feel the transformation,
I’ll give you your money back.”
With a guarantee like that - it’s a risk free investment! But
remember, there are limited places available. So if you’re
ready to turbo-charge your personal and professional
development — register Now!

Easy Online Registration!
Visit this URL: https://metamorphosis.co.nz/product/nlppractitioner-training/Here you can register easily and pay
securely for your course by Visa, MasterCard or by direct
credit.
Want to see if it’s right for you? Then please contact:
Stephanie Philp P: 021-684-395
E: steph@metamorphosis.co.nz
W: metamorphosis.co.nz

NLP Practitioner Training
18-Day International
Certification Training
in Neuro Linguistic Programming
Raglan August - November 2020
Are you ready for the next stage in
your personal evolution?
Throughout this 18-day internationally recognised and
certified NLP Practitioner Training, you’ll gain real and holistic
skills; skills that apply to all aspects of life. You’ll enhance
your Emotional Intelligence, polish your Soft Skills and put
your People Skills on speed! And if you have any kind of
coaching or development responsibilities, you’ll find the skills
in this training, essential to enhance what you already do.

What is NLP?
NLP, or Neuro Linguistic Programming — to give it its full
name — is the study of how people, ‘know what they know
and do what they do.’ NLP consists of a body of well-proven
skills and techniques that work consistently to effect deep
and lasting behavioural change. You’ll learn and integrate the
approaches so you really ‘live’ them. By competently putting
into practice the fundamental principles that drive people,
you change not only mindsets, but also the resultant
behaviour — including any of your own you'd like to
improve.

NLP Practitioner Training — August-November 2020
People Skills

Structured Training

Your Trainer

Contrary to popular opinion, you can't treat everyone as
you want to be treated. Well, you can — and you possibly
have — but don't expect them to react the way that you
would respond. They'll react in their own unique - and
often infuriating way!

Structured in three 6-day modules, the MetaMorphosis NLP
Practitioner Certification training fits comfortably into your
schedule. You have time to practice and integrate the skills
between blocks, making it even easier to achieve the
outcomes you desire. Each module builds on the previous
one, so completing them in order is essential.

Stephanie Philp is an internationally
recognised NLP Master Trainer, Master
Coach Trainer and author. She’s been
training NLP Practitioners since 2000
and has trained NLP in NZ, UK and
Portugal.

Three Modules Complete The Programme

Your Qualification

1. The Power of Personal Change - MetaMorphosis 101
2. Change Technology - MetaMorphosis 202
3. Change Integration - MetaMorphosis 303
Course days run from 9.00 am - 6.00 pm.

With over 140 training hours, NLP Practitioner Certification
Training is being increasingly sought-after in all peoplecentred professions and is a prerequisite for many HR and
training roles. Your qualification with MetaMorphosis
surpasses the requirements of the NZ Assn of NLP (NZANLP).
It will also be internationally recognised by the International
Ass of NLP (IANLP) based in Switzerland and the International
Association of NLP Institutes (IN).

So How Do You Affect Change?
It all starts with you. By learning how to tap into your
hidden strength and potential, you break through previous
barriers and develop new and more flexible ways of
thinking and being in the world. Many participants notice
increasing optimism and confidence, which naturally and
positively influences others. You also develop skills to lead
and coach others effectively.

Effectiveness and Success go Hand in Hand
Whether it's your staff, colleagues, partner, kids, trainees,
customers or even your boss, you know that without good
influence and persuasion skills your effectiveness is
severely limited — and so is your success. You’ll make
lasting changes with strategies and tools from NLP and be
amazed by your new found sense of self and level of
authenticity. The changes you create in your life result in
breakthrough improvements in all your relationships. (You
can read about the experiences of previous participants on
the website.)

Course Content
Over 140 hours (18 days) you'll
learn extensive and
comprehensive skills. It’s
impossible to include everything
you’ll master into this small brochure.
So head to
the website and get the free eBook
available at the link
below. It details the course content and answers many FAQ’s.
It also contains success stories and testimonials from
previous participants. If you’re considering participating in
this course, you can view all the information by visiting
https://metamorphosis.co.nz/product/nlp-practitionertraining/

Who is the Training For?
MetaMorphosis NLP Training is for people who want to make
changes in their personal and professional lives and/or who
want to positively influence others in their growth and
development. Participants come from all occupations
including; business, coaching, health-care, education, training,
sales, management, engineering and human resource
management. They share a curiosity about what makes
people ‘tick’ and a desire to continuously develop.

